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The structure and content of XML schemas impacts significantly the quality of data respectively documents, defined by XML 

schemas. Attempts to evaluate the quality of XML schemas have been made, dividing them into six quality aspects: structure, 

transparency and documentation, optimality, minimalism, reuse and integrability. XML schema quality index was used to 

combine all the quality aspects and provide a general evaluation of XML schema quality in a specific domain, comparable with 

the quality of XML schemas from othe r domains. A quality estimation of an XML schema based on the quality index leads to a 

higher efficiency of its usage, simplification, more efficient maintenance and higher quality of data and processes. This paper 

addresses challenges in measuring the level of XML schema quality within the publishing domain, which deals with challenges 

of multimedia content presentation and transformation. Results of several XML schema evaluations from the publishing 

domain are presented, compared to general XML schema quality results of an experiment, that included 200 schemas from 20 

different domains. The conducted experiment is explained and the state of data quality in the publishing domain is presented, 

providing guidelines for necessary improvements in a domain, dealing with multimedia content.  

 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.0. [Information Systems]: General; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics — 

Complexity measures; Product metrics; D.2.9. [Software Engineering]: Management — Software quality assurance (SQA) 

General Terms: Software quality assurance 

Additional Key Words and Phrases: software metrics, quality metrics, XML Schema, multimedia, publishing 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is focused on the publishing domain, documents in the publishing domain and the quality 

level of documents’ structure, defined by XML schemas. XML schemas are a widely used technology 

for structure definition of XML documents and can be on very different quality levels, measured by 

predefined XML schema metrics, in our case with a quality index, explained in this paper. The 

activities in this paper include (1) collecting available XML schemas from the publishing field, (2) 

measuring the characteristics of XML schemas based on quality metrics (the quality index) and (3) 

critically evaluating their quality and setbacks as well as (4) comparing the results with XML 

schemas from other (previously evaluated) domains.  

The publishing process is performed in both printed and electronic form, however there is an 

increasing number of eBooks (Shaffer, 2012). In recent times eBooks have started to become more 

interactive to the extent of providing rich multimedia content; hyperlinks to resources on the web; 

allowing the reader to highlight text, add notes and bookmark pages, videos, interactive games and 

other. Newer interactive features include different multimedia content such as embedded audio, 

video, slide shows and image galleries (Fenwick Jr, J.B., Phillips, R. , Kurtz, B.L., Weidner, A. , 

Meznar, 2013) and there are many publishing aspects that need to be addressed based on new 
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demands. In this paper, we are evaluating the quality of XML schema support, included in different 

multimedia content types for the publishing purposes, and comparing the results with other domains.  

The paper is organized in the following manner: related work and research questions are included 

in the first introduction section. The quality index with quality aspects is presented in the second 

section. Section three includes results of applying quality index on XML schemas from the publishing 

field and a comparison with other domains is discussed. Limitations and threats to validity are 

explained in section 4 and conclusion and future work is presented in section 5, followed by listed 

references.  

1.1 Related work 

Publishing domain, its multimedia content and XML technologies have little history compared to 

other domains, however several papers were found, addressing its connection and influence on quality 

issues. Only for the last 5 years, more than 100 search results were identified. 16 papers were 

extracted, focusing on topics regarding multimedia content including XML documents and the 

publishing of different document types. Based on existing research, several publishing fields with 

extensive multimedia content were identified: geographical documentation, medical documentation 

and general software documentation.  

XML technologies are greatly involved in defining and presenting geographical documentation 

(Laurini, 2014) and land administration (Lemmen, van Oosterom, & Bennett, 2015) as well as other 

industries; (Chen, 2016) discusses XML schema benefits in the process of integration, filtering and 

formatting of graphical information across the globe (Patel, Nordin, & Al-Haiqi, 2014). The 

presentation of data with XML support is also documented in medical literature (Wagner et al., 2016) 

and is helpful at evaluation of student’s literature understanding (Aparicio, De Buenaga, Rubio, & 

Hernando, 2012) as well as in correlating fields such as ecology (Chamanara & König-Ries, 2014). 

Context-awareness and behavior adaptation of different multimedia content based on XML 

technologies is addressed in (Chihani, Bertin, & Crespi, 2014) and knowledge domain is emphasized 

in (Ait-Ameur & Méry, 2015). Publishing of learning material is greatly supported by XML; where 

authors define visual perception improvement through XML annotations (Hiippala, 2012), mobile 

learning products have even greater need for XML technologies (Sarrab, Elbasir, & Alnaeli, 2016), 

and proper (educational) literature for dangerous life situations such as earthquakes (Gaeta et al., 

2014) also relies on XML based structures. Educational aspect of appropriately designed context can 

provide support in the system (Chik-Parnas, Dragomiroiu, & Parnas, 2010) and big data within large 

amounts of documents is addressed as well in (Priyadarshini, Tamilselvan, Khuthbudin, Saravanan, 

& Satish, 2015). The research of listed papers exposes several aspects of benefits and potential 

problems in the publishing field in general and creates a basis for the following research questions, 

which will be addressed in this paper: 

 

(1) Does the publishing domain use XML documents and what standard XML schemas are being 

used?  

(2) What is the quality level of XML schemas in the publishing domain? 

(3) How are they compared to XML schemas in other domains such as computer science and other? 

(4) How can the level of quality be improved? 

 

Literature review and an experiment based on existing XML schema metrics were methods, used to 

answer listed research questions in addition to critical comparison to existing results of other 

domains. A set of metrics for assessing the quality of XML schemas is presented as well, united in a 

general quality evaluation - XML Schema Quality Index, used to bring all results to a common 

ground, making them comparable. The quality index is presented in the next section. 
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QUALITY INDEX 

The quality of XML schemas is a general term and includes several aspects (structure, transparency, 

optimality, minimalism, reuse and integrability), addressed in (Pušnik, Boštjan, Hericko, & Budimac, 

2013). The aspects were defined based on a preliminary research of general software metrics, 

presenting most used latent variables which cannot be always measured objectively. Therefore, the 6 

aspects include measurable parameters of XML schema building blocks and their relations, 

encapsulating the final quality index: (1) structural quality aspect, (2) transparency and 

documentation of the XML schema quality aspect, (3) XML schema optimality quality aspect, (4) XML 

schema minimalism quality aspect, (5) XML schema reuse quality aspect and (6) XML schema 

integrability quality aspect. The exact calculation are presented in (Pusnik, Hericko, Budimac, & 

Sumak, 2014). 

The goal of this paper is to measure the quality of XML schemas, which are an important part of 

several domains, where data is exchanged in form of XML documents. The quality of XML schemas 

indirectly impacts the information system quality and further on different companies’ business 

processes (publishing companies as only one example). Companies however often use XML schemas, 

who meet the minimum criteria of syntactical correctness and content description (Pusnik, Hericko, 

Budimac, & Sumak, 2014). Quality evaluation was conducted on 200 schemas where results indicated 

that 30% of identified XML schemas (within 20 different domains) have a very low quality index and 

are built inappropriately (regarding the structure and documentation), influencing the quality of the 

information solution. The purpose of this paper was to evaluate and compare the publishing field to 

the general situation, since the publishing field does include structured data, being transferred on a 

daily basis. The domains, to which we compare the publishing domain, are presented in the next 

section. 

1.2 XML schemas in the publishing domain 

Analysis of 200 schemas from 20 domains was conducted in (Pušnik, 2014). The criteria which domain 

was included into the analysis was the number of used XML schemas:  only top 20 domains with most 

XML document transactions and XML schema definitions were included. Domains, which provided a 

general state of used XML schemas, are presented in table (Table I)  

 

Table I. Set of domains (Pušnik, 2014) 

D1 - Mathematics and Physics 

D2 - Materials Science 

D3 - Telecommunications 

D4 - Manufacturing 

D5 - Energy and Electronics 

D6 - Engineering 

D7 - IT architecture and design  

D8 - Traffic 

D9 - Communications 

D10 –Computer Science 

D11 –Decision Science 

D12 –Medicine 

D13 - Economics and finance 

D14 - Law 

D15 - Social science  

D16 –Health and sport 

D17 –Construction 

D18 - Librarianship (Library) 

D19 - Landscape and geography 

D20 –Media, journalism, newspapers 

 

The publishing domain was not specifically investigated within the primary set of domains, 

however was included in domain D20 - Media, journalism, newspapers. However, due to the 

expanding use of XML and related technologies in the publishing field, we conducted a similar 

research of XML schema quality in this specific field and compared it to the average values, received 

when analysing most often used XML schema. The 10 identified XML schemas, that were valid, 
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publically available and supported by all included and imported XML schemas were evaluated based 

on the six quality aspects, presented in the next section. 

1.3 The six quality aspects 

The aspects of XML schemas are evaluated and presented in (Pusnik et al., 2014) and include 

equations, combining the listed parameters (Table II). They are presented in more detail in the 

following sections.  

 

1.3.1 Structural quality aspect (QA1). The structure aspect evaluates the number and relationship 

among building blocks of XML schemas. It includes several measured parameters and focuses on the 

level of complexity. Metrics include relationships between simple and complex data types, relationship 

between annotations and the number of elements, average number of restrictions on the declaration of 

a simple type, percentage of the derived type declarations of total number of declaration complex 

types and diversification of the elements or 'fanning', which is influenced by the complexity of XML 

schemas, suggesting inconsistencies that unnecessarily increase the complexity. 

1.3.2 Transparency and documentation of the XML Schema (QA2). The importance of well 

documented and easy-to-read as well as understandable XML schema is derived from the following 

relationship: number of annotation per number of elements and attributes, illustrating the 

documentation of XML schemas, supposing that more information about the building blocks increases 

the quality.  

1.3.3 XML schema optimality quality aspect (QA3). Metric evaluates whether the in-lining pattern 

has been used, the least preferable one in XML schema building. In doing so, we focus on the following 

relationships: the relationship between local and all elements, the relationship between local 

attributes and all attributes, the relationship between global and complex elements of all complex 

elements, the relationship between global and simple elements of all simple elements. Ratio between 

XML schema building blocks should be minimized, indicating minimization of local elements and 

attributes and maximization of global simple and complex types. The number of global elements 

however should be as low as possible, due to the problem of several roots (such flexibility is not always 

appreciated).  

1.3.4 XML schema minimalism quality aspect (QA4). Metric of minimalism is defined as the level, 

when there is no other full set of less building blocks. Number of annotations, elements and attributes 

should be according to the size of XML schema (LOC respectively). 

1.3.5 XML schema reuse quality aspect (QA5).  Metric is focused on reuse of the existing software 

and includes parameters that allow the reuse and are inherently global. References are mostly 

calculated and number of references to elements (per defined elements) is measured as well as the 

number of references to attribute (per defined attributes), number of references to groups (per defined 

groups) and the number of imported or included XML schemas.   

1.3.6 XML schema integrability quality aspect (QA6).  Metrics measure capability of XML schema 

components to be integrated, including number of elements and references on elements (per defined 

elements), number of attributes and references on attributes (per defined attributes), number of 

groups and references on groups as well as number of imported XML schemas and annotations.  

1.3.7 XML schema Quality Index (QI).  Equally combines all six metrics and provides the average 

value. The values have been scaled between the 0 and 1 (Pušnik, 2014) for the results to be 

comparable. 

The measurement and evaluation process based on XML schema parameters and metrics is 

described in (Pušnik et al., 2013) and summarized in Table II, addressing basic characteristics of XML 
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schemas. Their values are gathered into the six metrics, composing the holistic quality index in the 

following section.  

 
Table II Names and abbreviations of all used parameters and metrics 

Simple metrics (parameters) Composite metrics  

File size [KB] (P1) 

Number of imports (P2) 

Element related parameters: number of all elements (P3), number of global 

elements (P3.1), number of local elements (P3.2), number of simple elements 

(P3.3), number of complex elements(P3.4), number of global complex elements 

(P3.1.1), number of global simple elements (P3.1.2). 

Attribute related parameters: number of all attributes (P4), number of local 

attributes (P4.1), number of global attributes (P4.2) 

Lines of code (P5) 

Group related parameters: number of element groups (P6.1), number of attribute 

groups (P6.2) 

Reference related parameters: number of element references (P7.1), number of 

references on simple elements (P7.1.1), number of references on complex 

elements (P7.1.2), number of references on attributes (P7.2), number of 

references on element groups (P7.3), number of references on attribute groups 

(P7.4) 

Number of annotations (P8) 

Number of restrictions (P9) 

Number of derived (extended) types (P10) 

XML schema type (M1) 

Ratio of simple to complex types of 

elements(M2) 

Percentage of annotations over total 

number of elements and attributes 

(M3) 

Average number of restrictions per 

number of elements and attributes 

(M4) 

Number of all data types (M5) 

Percentage of derived data types over 

all complex types (M6) 

Average use of minimal and maximal 

occurs per defined elements (M7) 

Average number of attributes per 

complex types (M8) 

Number of unbounded elements (M9) 

Element fanning (M10) 

Quality index (QI) 

RESULTS  

XML schemas, defined within different companies and organizations for the needs of publishing 

process were analyzed. Based on the analysis of 200 XML schemas from 20 domains, the 10 XML 

schemas from the publishing domain were compared. The quality aspects of the publishing domain to 

average results is presented in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. XML schema quality aspects in the publishing domain compared to average domains 
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Based on the calculated index quality, a composite of all six quality aspects (equally distributed), the 

research questions were addressed: 

 

(1) RQ1 –Several XML schemas were found, connected to the publishing field (respectively publishing 

process) through active research. No standard forms were found, 10 were extracted. 

(2) RQ2 – The quality level was measured through metrics, defined in (Pusnik et al., 2014). The 

average quality of XML schema in the publishing field is 39%. 

(3) RQ3 -  The quality index of 39% is significantly higher than by the average quality index (of all 20 

domains, where XML schemas are most common) which is 29% based on an experiment from 2014. 

(4) RQ4 – Comparing to average XML schemas, the publishing field had lower results only at 

transparency and documentation quality aspect, all other quality aspects were above average.  

 

The results provided better quality index for the publishing domain for most publishing XML schemas 

compared to average ones (Fig. 1) from the set of 200 XML schemas. The T-test for finding significant 

difference among the groups was used. The p-value resulted in 0,21 which makes the difference non-

significant among parameters. The results comparison is presented in Table III. The metric M1 is left 

empty, since average value cannot be determined.   

 
Table III. Comparing publishing domain with average results of all domains 

PARAMETERS  METRICS 

 

Publishing domain - 

average 

All domains - 

average 

  Publishing domain - 

average 

All domains - 

average 

P1 604,000 133,932  M1   

P2 1,400 0,795  M2 5,155 2,266 

P3 86,600 77,727  M3 0,340 0,513 

P3.1 48,000 26,755  M4 0,923 1,323 

P3.2 38,600 50,973  M5 31,900 34,755 

P3.3 31,800 27,691  M6 2,116 2,897 

P3.4 54,800 50,036  M7 38,458 0,768 

P3.1.1 35,700 19,250  M8 0,655 1,048 

P3.1.2 12,700 7,514  M9 73,000 59,473 

P4 26,600 47,655  M10 0,358 0,285 

P4.1 26,600 47,091     

P4.2 0,000 0,564    

P5 14969,200 3188,618     

P6.1 1,000 4,364 
    

P6.2 1,300 1,377 
    

P7.1 65,400 69,118  QUALITY APSPECTS 

P7.1.1 9,000 3,177   Publishing domain - 

average 

All domains - 

average P7.1.2 56,400 65,941  

P7.2 0,000 1,927  QA 1 0,387 0,374 

P7.3 0,200 7,114  QA 2 0,005 0,022 

P7.4 3,700 11,664  QA 3 0,280 0,214 

P8 0,900 0,977  QA 4 0,071 0,072 

P9 30,100 75,118  QA 5 0,667 0,117 

P10 41,800 35,309  QA 6 0,908 0,950 

LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY 

This research has limitations that have to be identified and discussed. Only one database was used 

(science direct) and only 10 XML schemas were evaluated due to comparability with other domains 
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(for each domain 10 XML schemas were used). There is also a possibility of a human error and 

shortcomings of the used measurement tool are possible (Pušnik et al., 2013). The limitations are also 

connected to XML schema patterns respectively (un)reachability of all included or imported XML 

schemas. To confirm or disregard validity of results, the research should be repeated, based on other 

empirical research methods.  

This paper does not include DocBook domain, although adopted by many publishing companies 

and common in the publishing field, as an extended use of DocBook is proposed in (Şah & Wade, 

2012). The OASIS DocBook Schema for Publishers is an official variant of DocBook v5.x, specifically 

designed to support the publishing industry (Walsh., 2011) and is subjected to investigation of how 

well it supports interactive and multimedia content (Project, C-level, Spring, Supervisor, & Examiner, 

2015). Authors pointed out the challenge of no standard nor best practices for writing documents on 

any subject and the publishers take different approaches with very different solutions. Therefore, in 

this research an investigation of the existing publishing field was launched, trying to include random 

and average XML schemas in publishing and DocBook was not included. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The paper addresses publishing domain issues through XML schemas, its characteristics, influence 

and contribution to organization, focused on assessing the quality of used XML schemas in the 

publishing field. The literature review reviled the importance of XML schemas within the publishing 

field and an experiment provided data to compare quality with other XML schemas and identify 

shortcomings that need to be addressed. 

We have reused existing metrics for quality evaluation by comparing the 10 publishing XML 

schemas to 200 XML schemas of different origin. 6 aspects of quality were defined, combined into one 

quality metric, the quality index. The quality aspects include (1) structure, (2) transparency, (3) 

optimality, (4) minimalism, (5) reuse and (6) integrability. We have discovered that XML schemas 

from the publishing field are above average, providing an answer to the research question: the 

publishing domain does use XML schemas, the quality of them is above average however they still 

need to be improved mostly in the quality aspect of transparency and documentation. More detailed 

impact of XML schema quality is yet to be empirically confirmed and was included as an assumption 

in the paper. 

Future work will extend the domains, where XML schemas will be evaluated. 20 domains have 

already been investigated, the publishing domain being the 21st. Additional domains will be further 

explored and compared as well additional XML schemas will be included in the experiment set for 

specific domains. Versions and the quality movement when changing an existing XML schema will 

also be explored.  
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